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Introduction 

Two methods for the design and analysi::; of :;;tructures has heen deyeloped. 
The method of permis:;;ihle stre8ses was the first, later a hetter kno'wledge 
of internal forces in structural materials and hehayiour of structures served 
as hasis to develop the method of ultimate design. 

Recently. this latter method has much come to the foreground a180 
for the design of prestressed concretc structures. Also the FIP-CEB recom
mendatiom 5pecify analyses for two fundamental ultimatc conditions: those 
at failure and in service. 

Analyses based either on the permissible stresses or on the working 
load method aS8ume the structure to hehaye elastically, to have an ideal 
cross-8ection and allow ",ithin given limit;; to analyze cracked cross-sections 
according to the elastic stress distribution. An accurate and realistic design 
can be provided for, as a rule, by a possihly true consideration of the quasi
elastic beha,iour of structural materials, of eventual cross-sectional cracks 
and hy a careful 5election of strength and 8train characteristics. 

In the design of pre8tressed concrete 8tructures, the knowledge of 
cross-sectional stresses (strains) in each load 8tate is indispensable, namely 
these affect the prestres8, the deformations, the crack formation, this latter 
being of special importance for prestressed structures extremely sensitive to 
corrosion. 

Analysis of the ultimate condition at failure. knowledge of the real 
load capacity of the designed structure are equally of great importance. 
Neyertheless. kno,dedge of the ratio of the ultimate load of a given proba
hility to the maximum stress due to outer loads of a given probability still 
does not mean that the behayiour uncleI' a random overload of the structure 
meets the requirements of safe service. 

The ultimate design has to involve safeguarding of a given toughness 
of the beam or the whole structure to indicate the imminent failure, a require
ment for avoiding brittle failure. 

In what follows, the problem of the safety to brittle failure in bending 
of honded-wire prestressed concrete stni0tilH:S will be consiaered. 
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area of the concrete cross-section; 
moment of inertia of the concrete 
depth of the nentral axis; 
lever arm of internal forces; 

specific eccentricity; 

cross-section efficiency: 

shape factor. 

characteristics 
cube strength at 28 days; 
ultimate stress in compression; 
bending-tensile strength; 
compressive stress for strain Ec; 

cross-section abont 

f cc [%0] 
Eell [~~o) 

characteristic point of the approximate (J - E diagram: 
ultimate strain of compression. 
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[cmZ] prestressed wire area; 

0 0 ,2 

specific area of prestressed wires: 

nominal yield point: 
tensile strength: 
wire stress at beam failure: 
total strain at nominal yield point; 
ultima te strain; 
·wire strain excess due to outer load: 
ultimate strain excess; 

its Inedian; 
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Reinforcement characteristics 
As [cm2] tensile steel area; 

Ps = b~s 100 [%] specific steel percentage: 
1 

uF [kp/cn/l yield point: 

Ps = . 
ucu 

Prestress characteristics 
up [kp/cmZ] wire prestress: 

y 
°o,:! 

Vj'EO,2 [%01 working strain in tendons after losses of prestress. 

Internal forces 
2YIu [kpm/m] ::\lorsch ultimate lllOlllent in the prestressed cross-section; 
NIr [kpm/m] cracking moment in the prestressed cros;:-section. 

Concept of hrittle failure 

343 

By brittle failure that kind of failure is meant where exhaustion of load 
capacity is indicated neither by marked crack width nor by some major 
plastic deformation at a non-catastrophal rate. 

Obviously, absence of tensile stresses due to outer loads of the tensile 
extreme fibre of the beam cross-section under working loads maybe a 
tension lower than the permissible one - does not exclude the possibility 
of brittle failure. 

Tensile strengths much over the permissible concrete tensile stresses, 
specificd low because of safety aspects and quality scatters, are known to 
be encountered in tests on real structures and on lahoratory flexural specimens; 
first visible cracks occurred under loads higher than calculated. Let us men
tion, though it is not perfectly cleared yet, that the concrete tensile strength 
is related to the grade and percentage of the reinforcement in the tensile 
flange of the structure. 

Often, in structures designed with total prestress, compressive stresses 
on the whole cross-section may arise eyen under service loads. Accordingly, 
first cracks in these structures will appear only under working loads much 
greater than service loads. 

Obviously, analyses based on crack control or on ultimate condition 
do not exclude brittle type beam failures i.e. 'where appearance of the first 
crack and total failure are rather close together both as to load intensity at, 
and instant of failure. 

To demonstrate different toughness of prestressed beams with bond, 
load-deflection curves for three beams are shown in Fig. 1 based on [1]. Beams 
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OB. 34.043; OB. 44.158: and OB. 44.03:2 hehaved each quite differently under 
loading. According to notations in [1], all three heams "were simply supported 
post-tensioned ones, with bond. The first group of numerals refers to the 
nominal value of prestress and to the location of outeT loads, 'while the 
second one indicates the specific reinforcement percentage. 
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The load-deflection curn' of heam OB. 34.04·3 has three characteristic 
sections. Throughout the first section up to the appearance of the first crack, 
steel strain in the homogeneous concrete cross-section is in the elastic range 
of the (j - c diagram. Once the concrete has cracked (stress condition II), 
in the cracked cross-section the depth of the neutral axis rapidly decreases, 
still the steel behayes elastically: the heam has a rather vaTiably ascending 
load-deflection CUT\'e. In the final defoTmation state also the steel is plastie, 
the load-defleetion curye has an ahout constant slope: cracks "widen, and 
after the initial visihle concrete cTushing (indicated in the curve hy small 
circles) fUTther defOl'matioll may occur up to total failure. Beams of this 
hehaviour are known as normally reinforced ones. 

Notice that wires prestressed for higher percentages of the nominal 
yield stress do not exhihit the second deflection state, here the steel is pla8tic 
once the heam cracked. 

Beam OB. 44.158 exhihited only the first two 8tates, beam failed hy 
crushing hefore the wires yielded. This i8 characteristic to overreinforced 
beams. 

After appearance of the fiTSt crack hoth beams Tequired still significant 
load increase to reach ultimate load. 

Wires in beam OB.44.03:2 yielded immediately after the fiTst crack 
appeared, and the heam abruptly failed at a high rate of deformation, 'without 
further load increase. Such beams are termed lmderreinforced ones. 
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From among the listed three beams, the two latter underwent brittle 
failure according to the preyious definition. 

The problem of brittle failure can he examined by either the ratio of 
cracking to ultimate load (moment) or hy the steel (prestressed wire) per
centage. 

Either of these means are indicated in specifications for brittle failure 
control. 

Ratio of ultimate to cracking moment of bonded-wire prestressed beams 

Let u" examine according to methods in [I] and [2] how different 
characteristics of honded-, .. "ire prestressed heams affect ratio of ultimate to 
cracking moment. 
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Relationship will he deduced first for the general cross-section shown 
Il1 Fig. 2. Initial assumptions are: 

- the Bernoulli-)T avier hypothesis IS ,-alid at the instant of failure: 
the (j - c diagram of concrete is composed of a second-degree 

parabola and a tangential straight line (Fig. 3). ~otice that the analysis is 
the same as for other stress-strain diagrams; 

concrete tensile strength is omitted in the calculation of ultimate 

moment; 
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u - B diagram of WIres IS approximated by two straights a5 seen 
III Fig. 4; 

tendons act concentrated in their centres of gravity; 
initial and effective values of prestress strain are known: 
gravity centre of the tensile supplementary reinforcement is at the 

same level as those of prestressing wires; 
effect of reinforcement is neglected in the calculation of cross-section 

values; 
there are no repeated loads acting. 

r k/J/C%;t.oaroboIO otsecorx::i~r . . ' 
c I s-c..roglTt kne 
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00 ,1-------
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I 

Fig. 3 

Determination of the ultimate moment 

Now, the Morsch ultimate moment of a beam with a compressed flange 
of constant width -\ViII be determined (x < v). 

For the general case, the ultimate moment can be expressed as: 

where 
A p area of prestressed wires; 
Usu stress in wires at beam failure; 

q = Ch lever arm of internal forces. 

(1) 

Notice that by the time, no ordinary reinforcement is taken into account. 
From ultimate moments calculated from the ultimate concrete compres

sion or on the basis of different specifications for the ultimate strain of pre
stressing steel, the smaller one is assumed as Nfu. 

Let us write the value of each factor in expression (1), beginning with 
that basecl on the maximum strain increment BI = BIll of the prestressing 
steel due to the outer loacl (Fig. 5). 
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Proyided that the total wire strain exceeds that belonging to the nominal 
yield point, the ultim at,' ;:tress in the prestressil1fr wir(' i~: 

GO.:! -T-
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= ()(),~ II -;- --"'-"' _____ Ec, "c__ Eo, 2 ( () 

EB En.:! 
1)1 (2) 

(Specific strain values are to he substituted m permillage.) 
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This expression IS yalid only for lp l. 
Concrete compression belonging to this ultimate condition of the cro;;s

section (Ec): 

Proyided the stress-strain diagram of concrete corresponds to that in Fig. 3, 
the Et yalue can be calculated from the equilibrium expression about an axis 
parallel to the beam axis. The (j -- C diagram of concrete being a composite 
one, the relationship has to be parted: 

and 

Since 

expressions for Cc are: 

5 Periodi"n Polyteehnica Civil 14/4. 

0< E'ec. 

;- =---
se + flu 

(3) 

(4a) 
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and for ccc ,< Cc < ccu 

Expression (4a) or (4b) delivers cc' 
Lever arm of internal forees q = ~ h . 
As a funetion of cc, in the range 0 ,< Cc < ccc 

111 the range cc:: < Cc cel! 

8ccc - 3cc 

Cc -;- Cl" 12ccc -4 Cc 

1 6c~ 

Cc --i- Cl" 12ccc 4cc 

(4b) 

(5) 

(6a) 

(6b) 

Assuming an ultimate compression Cc = IOW in the compressed extreme fibre 
of the cross-section, the factors of the ultimate moment are: 

(h - 1) ] (7) 

(8) 

The Cl yalue can be determined from (8) through several steps, it being 
implicit for Cl • For sake of simplicity, let us substitute 1P! = 1, and Slllee 

the error IS within 1 per cent. 

~ = 1 -. 0,39 ~ , (9) 

where 

(10) 

Ah:o here, the simplifying assumption Jp! 1 causes little error. 
If at failure the stress in the prestressing steel is below the nominal 

yield point, i.e.: 

1/, < 1, 
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the nominal ultimatE' 5teE'1 stre:'3S 1'" 

(11) 

Steps to determirw the ultimate moment of the bonded-wire prei'tr<.';3sed 

beam are: 

1. Since in general, the incremE'nt of ultimate strain of the tendon 
produces the least ultimate moment. 0'311 is determined from (2). 

2. Thereafter I:'c is determined from (4a) or (4b). Calculation i5 eased 

by the use of the graph of function 

plotted by means of ;;tanclard ::.trength and deformation characteri!3tic~. 

3. For 

the; yalue is obtained from (6a) or (6b). eyentuaIly by means oftlle established 

; = g( cc) curve. 
4. The ultimate moment value i:- obtained by substituting each factor 

into (1). 
If in tl1(' :-eeond :"tep 

the ultimate moment wiIi he calculated as follow;:: 

1. Determine v 511 from (7): 

2. C/ from (8); 
3. from (9) and (10). 
4. Substitute them into (1). 
For O'Sll <' Vl1,2 the VSIl yalue will be obtained from (11). 

Determination of the cracking moment 

At time t = =, the cracking moment is known to be delivered jn-

(12) 

Substituting the introduced notatio115: 

(13) 

5* 
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Effect of the variation of geometry and strength characteristics of honded·,vire 
prestressed Ileams on the ratio of ultimate to cracking moment 

Let us examme the fraction 

G (14) 

i.e. the ratio of ultimate to cracking moment III dependence on the beam 
characteristics. Substituting (1) and (13) into (14) leads to: 

G 
Ul"J . ( 
-' _I u O,2 1 

% QI
J

_1)] 

or. with further simplifications: 

G 

( 
17 

1'1' 1 --:- - ---
% Q 1 

(15) 

Let us examine those factors and characteristics III (15) which affect the G 
value: 

Cross-section shape: 

i'2 

(the two latter can be termed the cross-section efficiency); 

) U 0 0 
p == --'--

UC[l 

prestre"secl steel percentage; 
ratio of yield strength and of ultimate strength characteristics 
of tendon to those of concrete: 
specific eccentricity; 

ratio of bending-tensile to cube strength of concrete; 

ratio of tensile strength to nominal yield point of prestressing 
steel, the accordance of the standard values with the real ones; 
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y rate of wire prestress; 
" ratio of effectiye prestre5s at time t ::>0 to that at time t = 0; 
CCl! specified ultimate concrete compression, approximate character 

of the aS5umed stress-strain diagram of concrete; 
Cl11 ultimate strain in prestressing wire due to outer loads; 

contribution of ordinary reinforcement (disregarded in (15]). 
Let us examine the ('ffect of each factor. 

Effect of the cross-section shape 

12: j and % .-alues for usual cross-5ections will be compiled in conformity 
with [2]: 

Cross-section shape 12 ~1 % 

0 0.0833 1 1 
I 0.10-0.14 1 0.15-0.7 

T 0.08 0.10 1.2-1.6 0.2-0.4 
0.08-0.10 0.6 0.9 3-8 

From the outcome of (15) it is obvious that from shape particularity aspects 
the T section is the mo,:;t favourable one, since it possesses sufficient moment 
bearing capacity after appearance of the first crack assuming a sufficient 
prestressed steel percentage ,"whereas the cracking moment of..i sections 
is significantly higher for otherwise identical characteristics, while its capacity 
beyond cracking is lower. In what foIl 0 " .. s, only rectangular sections will he 
considered. 

Effect of prestressEd steel percentage 

The most important variable of this analysis is the specific steel per
centage, the effect on G of all other factors will be examined as a function 
of ,n. It seems advisable to discuss jointly the effect of {3 and ,Lt: since from 
(15) they appear to haw identical effect. 

In the following deductions fl{3 will be the principal independent variable. 
Let us substitute shape factors of the rectangular cross-section into (15): 

G (15a) 

Fig. 6 shows the variation of G as a function of fl (3, based on [3]. Starting 
values of the calculation are those specified in the 1968 Tentati.-e RecoIlllllcn-
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a) Of course, curves for the range G < 1 are of a different shape, 
nmuely for [-" fJ = 0 the ultimate moment of the cross-section is identical to 
the cracking moment due to the concrete tensile 8trength. hence G = 1.0, 
but initial restrictions included omission of the concrete tensile strength. 
Though, CUlTe sections in the range G < 1.0 evidence the risk of hrittle faihue. 

b) The ratio G cannot he increased beyond a limit defined by other 
factors, even for infinite values of the prestressed steel percentage .u /3, and 
en"l1 decrea;:es at a high rate ovcr given values of this latter. 

From among test data of 31 beams published in [1]. those refcrring to 
beams "with prestressecL honded wires alone arc plotted in Fig. 7. These three 
curves differ by the rate of prestre58 /'. There is a 5triking similarity between 
curves in Figs 6 and 7. 
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r;;,oaf5 

Fig. -

Effect of eccentricity 

From the form of the G ratio (lSa) it is evident that prestressing WIre:" 
are advisably placed as eccentrically as possible, namely with decreasing ii 
factor the ratio of ultimate to cracking moment is rcduced. Interaction 
between eccentricity and specific steel percentagc affects also the -ultimate 
deformation. 

Effect of bending-tensile strength of concrete 

Ccwfficient Q( i.e. ratio of bending-tensile to euhe strength of cuncrete 
affects only the cracking moment yalne. For lo'w J'y and low Ji values, G is llluch 
affected h:- the bending-tensile :-trength. In conformity with actual llesign 
methods, from the aspect of untimely prediction of beam failure, it is not 
advisable to apply a variety of increased hending-ten:3ilp strengths of a gn-en 
concrete grade. 
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Effect of the accuracy of an approximate stress-strain diagram of the Wlres 

Stress-strain diagrams combined of two straight lines are accurate 
enough only for stresses exceeding the nominal yield point. Notice that 
calculated values are to the detriment of safety especially about the break 
point. Of course, the most exact may he the stress-strain diagram of the steel 
material to he huilt in. 

Effect of prestress and losses 

Since coefficients i' and)' affect the G ratio identically, thev will be 
joint ly C ol15iderec1. 

Cl 
I 

Fig. 8 

-.---)~;: 

For low pp values, where WIres are subject to plastic strain at failure. 
the joint vy coefficient hardly affects else than the cracking moment value, 
its increase reduces the load bearing range of the beam predicting an immin
ent failure. 

For high pf] values, the ultimate moment decreases at a 10'wer ratc 
as a function of Vi', hence for decreasing J'Y the G value slowly increases. 
Fig. 8 shows the ,~ariation of G vs. J'{'. Decrease of J')! is seen to increase 
the ratio, while for identical J',) values, the increasc of,u /3 IS concomitant 

with the decrease of G ratios. 
Let us refer here to a previous statement that there IS little failure 

indication by high ,u{J beams became of their relatively small deflection. 
Fig. 9 shows specific load-deflection curves for three beams with differently 
tensioned 'wires, from among those presented in [1]. Different beam behav
iours from the aspects of both loach and deflections are clearlv visible. 
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E.fJect Of the accuracy of the approximate stress-strain diagram of concrete 

The approximate form of the stress-strain diagram of concrete has 
little effect on the G ratio. The diagram of 1""\\'0 straight lines may simplify 
the calculation of ultimate moment, though it is harmless for the margin 
of safety of the structure. According to data in [1], the ultimate compression 
value of higher grade concretes exceeds at a slight safety the standard values. 
Significantly higher ultimate compressive strains have heen observed for 
lower grade concretes (5-6%0)' (Notice that ohserved compression values 
significantly depend on the hasis length of the instrument.) Higher Ccu values 
could he specified for these concretes, though to the detriment of load hearing 
reserve. Let us mention the correlation hetween ultimate strain and optimum 
exploitation of the flexural cross-section. 

Effect of specified ultimate tendon elongation due to outer loads 

Specification of the allowed excess strain of steel CCl1 may have several 
objects, interpreted differently hy codes. DIN 4227 tolerates 5%0 of excess 
elongation due to outer loads, together ·with cracks of the width and number 
as controlled by the "ultimate condition". At the same time, this value defines 
the degree of exploitahility of the concrete cross-section. To restrict significant 
plastic deformations, the FIP-CEB recommendation (R 4,211-31 in [4]) 
sets a limit of 10~~0 to total elongations. 
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Effect of ordinary reinforcement 

This problem is of importance because in design practice oftl'n the 
entire tension represented by the tensile concrete flange is absorbed .by the 
ordinary reinforcement. as customary for thc design of reinforcpd concretl' 
structurei'. Thi::: little affect~ the cracking moment, increases the ultimate 
moment, hut greatly reduces both number and width of beam cracks and 
ultimate deflection. Hence. from this aspect it may induce a brit tle failure 
of the bcam. 

Ordinary steel in the eompression zone has little effect: it may increase 
the ultimate momenL reduce the necessary concrete depth (hence the dead 
weight) and increase thereby the beam toughness [5]. 

Thereafter only the part of tensile. ordinary reinforeement with a centre 
of grayity coineident with that of prestressing steel will he considered. 

Lpt us ·write the }I6rseh ultimate moment for the median of steels in 
the cross-section; assnme ultimate strain to deyf'lop in the extreme cOlllpre~~pd 
fihrp of concrete: 

O,39~) 

---"'_._- (a,!;., :- ,ur]?I'j) 
3cCli -- Ccc 

(16) 

(17) 

Pertaining :; and '1'1 yalues can be found by trial-error method in several 
steps. PsPs valnes are seen in (17) to affeet the; value, thus, for given .u(3 and 
vy, a given pereentage of ordinary reinforeement may reduee the prestressing 
steel stress at beam failure below the nominal yield poin1, to the detriment 
of beam toughness. 

Substitute (16) into the numerator of the fraetion (1) and simplify: 
- for a eross-section in general: 

O,39~) 

(18a) 

for a rectangular cross-seetion: 

G ( 18b) 
flpvy(1 + 6n) 
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On the basis of (ISb), let us consider the yariation of G as a function of {-Is;']s, 
for yarious ,ufJ yalues, making use of the quoted data in [3]. From Fig. 10 it 
appears that for a prestress factor pp > 0.3, use of ordinary tensile rein
fOl'cement does not significantly increase the ultimate moment yalue. (For 
instance, quadruplation of the ordinary reinforcement percentage increased 
the G yaluc from 1.6 to 1.S and from 1.9 to 3.3 for .up OA and for ,u/] = O.L 

respectiyely. ) 

10 

1- 04 
vr -064 

'0; -(l) 

_______________ U:-::: 

Fig. 10 

In the same figure, on each G = fCI.ls/]s) curve belonging to any PP valne, 
the point was marked, indicating a Ps/]s yalue beyond which lPl < 1.0, pre
stressing wires do not yield at heam failure in hending. At the same time, 
heam deformations ys. load yary ahout linearly, imminent failure in hending 
is not signalled hy an important plastic deflection. It is also seen that for 
pl] = 0.5, "wire strains remain helo·w the nominal yield strain for even PsfJs = 0, 
this is the case of overreinforcement. Yalues in Fig. 10 refer to 

lj 0.4. x = 0.1. 

ObYiously, )if' i.e. the specific yalue of effective prestressing strain at time 
"X markedlv affects hoth the steel strain at heam failure in hending and 

the deflection. 

Beam design has to attempt maintenance of a prestress value III the 
tendons, sufficient for the wire stress at heam failure to exceed the nominal 
yield point with the maximum strain incrcase taken into account. 
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Conclusions 

Design of JJonded-wire prestressed beams has to COlllpn~(~ an anah-~i~ 

for the safety to brittle failure. 
Possibility of under- or oyerreinforcecl beams has to he eliminated. 

either by specifying lower and upper limits for .ur] and .£I,) pi!, (according 
to the ACI St andard), or by specifying a lower limit for the ratio of ultimate 
to cracking moment of the cross-section [6], but in either case the designer 
must warrant that at beam failurc, both prestressed and ordinary reinforce
ment stresses exceed either the nominal or the actual vield :::tress. It should 
be considered whether the complementary ordinary reinforcement intended 
to safely absorb tensions acting on the flexural concrete cro:::s-section causes 
over-reinforcemcnt of the beam. 

Brittle failun, can also he ayoided h\- sctting an upper limit to the 
mean compressive stress due to prestress in the cross-seetion. This requirement, 
together with setting a lower limit to the prestress for erack control or absenee 
of tension in the tensile extreme fihre under outer load ([8]) imposes restrie
tions to the permitted steel pereentage. These requirements are dependent 
on the eross-section shape, hence limits should be different for each type. 
By nO,L the recent Hungarian Highway Bridge Specification [6] contains 

though a single upper limit for mean prestressing stresses. 
Provided the beam design does not meet requirements for safety to 

hrittle failure. the safety factor of the beam quotient of ultimate by "working 
load has to he increased. Recent Hungarian codes ([6], [7]) already contain 
such stipulations. 

This study left the safety to beam failure in shear uncol1siderecl. 
Failure in shear is known to be generally of brittle character, highly important 
to examine. and to our 0p1111on, analvsis of fictitious tensile stres;;es is in
sufficient. 

Summary 

After a definition of the concept of brittle failure, typical ,tates of deformation of 
underreinforced, normally reinforced and overreinforced bonded-wire prestressed concrete 
beams under load have been presented. General expressions have been given for the determina
tion of the ]\1orsch nltimate moment. the cracking moment and their ratio. 

Examining the phenomenon of brittle flex~ral failure as the variation of the ratio 
of ultimate to cracking moment of beams, effect of various properties (geometry, strength) 
of the beam cross-section on this ratio has been presented. 

An evaluation is given of the efficiency of this type of code specifications and modi
fications are proposed to specification stipulations for "afety to hrittle failure. 
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